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Family Promise of B/CS Announces Gifting
Of Hope Crossing Facility

Bryan, Texas – May 31, 2018 – Family Promise of Bryan-College Station announced today
that it has received title to and now owns the 15,000 square foot Hope Crossing facility
located at 1401 West Martin Luther King. Many in the community will remember this as the
former Carver elementary school.
The Board President of Family Promise, Bruce Lancaster, commented “Our ministry to
homeless children and their families has been truly blessed over the past year. We received
a tremendous outpouring of community support for renovating Hope Crossing last year when
we began to lease our new home. The generosity of our former landlord, RoseRock Capital,
in donating the entire property to us is far more than we could have ever imagined. This
donation will help to ensure our ministry continues to help those in need for many years to
come.”
“With access to a community park behind our building; larger, family friendly rooms; and one
place for our guests to stay rather than rotating between sites, Hope Crossing will greatly
improve the quality of life for our guests while allowing us to expand our ability to
accommodate more families” added Phebe Simmons, Executive Director at Family Promise.
Family Promise wishes to thank KBTX news for its excellent reports in recent months on the
progress at Hope Crossing. Links to this coverage can be found at:
http://www.kbtx.com/content/news/Family-Promise-opens-their-doors-to-the-public475871333.html; and http://www.kbtx.com/content/news/Family-Promise-opening-newfacility-for-homeless-families-453438093.html.

About Family Promise of B/CS:
Family Promise is an area wide, faith based, non-profit ministry that supports families with
children by providing shelter, meals and support services as they work toward selfsufficiency. Since opening its doors in 2008, Family Promise has hosted well over 100
families; helping 400 individuals including 250+ children to successfully get back on their
feet.
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